CLARIFICATION

August 18th:

This has reference to the newsitem titled “Mass CL hits Sun Pharma production at Chennai” which has appeared in Hindu Businessline today.
We draw attention to the following points:

• Some of the production officers are on mass CL. Others including managers, senior executives and workers continue to attend work. There is no stoppage of production, and the plant is running two shifts.

• Production of formulations has already been shifted out of the Chennai facility from the last financial year.

• Production at Chennai is restricted to small volume oncology bulk drugs, such as cisplatin and carboplatin, which do not contribute significant sales for the company. For July, Bulk sales from Chennai was Rs.21lacs.

For further details pls. contact:
Mira Desai, Sun Pharma
phone: 8211961/8230102
fax:8212010/8212110
email: mira@sunmumb.spil.sprintsmx.ems.vsnl.net.in
miradesai@hotmail.com